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Abstract—Hierarchical scheduling is a recent real-time scheduling topic. It is used to obtain temporal interference isolation in
various scenarios, such as scheduling soft real-time aperiodic tasks
along with hard real-time periodic tasks, as in mixed-criticality
scenarios. Most theory and practice focuses on two-level hierarchies, with a root (global) scheduler managing resource contention
by partitions (or scheduling servers), and a local scheduler in each
partition/server to schedule the respective tasks. In this paper we
describe the development of hsSim, an object-oriented hierarchical
scheduling simulator supporting an arbitrary number of levels.
With the goal of openness, extensibility and interoperability in
mind, due care was put into the design, applying known design
patterns where deemed advantageous. We demonstrate hsSim’s
interoperability potential with a case study involving the Grasp
trace visualization toolset.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hierarchical scheduling is a recent topic in the mature realtime scheduling theory discipline. In one of the first works
on the topic, Abeni and Buttazo [1] present a hierarchical
scheduling framework in which hard real-time tasks are scheduled along with a Constant Bandwidth Server (which, for the
scheduler below, behaves exactly has the other periodic tasks);
the CBS is, in turn, responsible for scheduling the jobs of
aperiodic soft real-time tasks. Hierarchical scheduling is also
used in mixed-criticality systems — systems providing multiple
functionalities who differ (i) in how important (“critical”) they
are for the overall welfare of the system, and (ii) in the level of
assurance of each one’s mandatory certification [2]. A common
approach to this certification issue of mixed-criticality systems is enforcing isolation through time and space partitioning
(TSP) [3], such as in the ARINC 653 specification: tasks are
separated into partitions, which are scheduled by a cyclic executive (according to a partition scheduling table — PST); in each
partition’s activity time windows, the respective tasks compete
for scheduling based on a priority-based scheduling policy [4],
[5]. Finally, hierarchical scheduling also sees application in
the virtualization field, with nested virtualization for advanced
security purposes evidencing the need to support an arbitrary
number of hierarchy levels [6].
This work was developed in the followup of European Space Agency
ITI project AIR-II (ARINC 653 In Space RTOS, http://air.di.fc.ul.pt). This
work was partially supported by the EC, through project IST-FP7-STREP288195 (KARYON, http://www.karyon-project.eu/), and by FCT, through the
Multiannual and CMU|Portugal programs, and the Individual Doctoral Grant
SFRH/BD/60193/2009. This work was partially supported by FCT/Égide
(PESSOA programme), through the transnational cooperation project SAPIENT
(Scheduling Analysis Principles and Tool for Time- and Space-Partitioned
Systems, http://www.navigators.di.fc.ul.pt/wiki/Project:SAPIENT).

In this paper, we present the development of hsSim (pronounced aitch-ess-sim), a simulation tool for the hierarchical
real-time scheduling research community. Due to this target
community, we focus on supporting well-known and widely
used models therein, such as the periodic task model and, in
a near future, compositional analysis abstractions such as the
periodic resource model [7]. hsSim pursues the goal of an open,
reusable, extensible and interoperable tool. As such, we strived
for a modular design and development methodology, aided by
the careful application of the object-oriented paradigm and software design patterns. Design patterns are design decisions and
solutions for recurring problems encountered in object-oriented
systems. The employment of these design patterns caters to
the goal of reusing successful past experience in software design [8]. To demonstrate the interoperability potential of hsSim,
we describe a case study using Grasp, a trace visualization
toolset [9].
Paper outline: In Section II, we present related work on
scheduling simulation, including Grasp. In Section III, we
briefly describe the system model we assume for the first
iterations of hsSim’s development. In Section IV, we detail the
analysis and design steps taken, with emphasis on the main
design patterns from whose application we took advantage.
Section V describes the implementation and tests to the current
version of hsSim, namely the interoperability case study based
on the Grasp toolset. Finally, Section VI closes the paper with
concluding remarks and ongoing work.
II. R ELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, the current state of the art lacks
a scheduling simulator for hierarchical scheduling frameworks
with an arbitrary number of levels.
Cheddar [10] provides a set of scheduling algorithms and
policies on which it is capable of performing feasibility tests
and/or scheduling simulations for either uniprocessor or multiprocessor environments. In its latest versions, Cheddar already
supports schedulability analysis of ARINC 653-like time- and
space-partitioned (TSP) systems to some extent [10]. However,
Cheddar presents some limitations in its current support thereto.
A partition scheduling table (PST) is defined as an array of
durations; besides presenting less usability, the current implementation limits the PST to having only one time window per
partition per hyperperiod. Cheddar is designed to be extensible, and we are currently involved in a collaboration with the
Cheddar team towards more complete hierarchical scheduling

capabilities, applying, among others, the principles and patterns
identified in the present paper [11], [12].
Grasp [9] is a trace visualization toolset. It supports the
visualization of multiprocessor hierarchical scheduling traces.
Traces are recorded from the target system (by the Grasp
Recorder or any other appropriate means) into Grasp’s own
script-like format, and displayed graphically by the Grasp
Player. The Grasp toolset does not support simulation and
supports only a two-level hierarchy, whereas hsSim simulates
hierarchical systems with an arbitrary number of levels. However, the Grasp Player reads traces in a simple text-based format
which can be recorded by other tools. In this paper, we demonstrate our tool’s interoperability features by implementing the
possibility to generate a Grasp trace.
CARTS [13] is an opensource compositional analysis tool
for real-time systems, which automatically generates the components’ resource interfaces; it does not perform simulation.
CARTS relies strongly upon some of the authors’ theoretical
results (e.g., [14]) and, while implemented in Java, does not take
advantage of the latter’s object-oriented characteristics (inheritance, polymorphism, encapsulation — especially regarding the
separation between domain and user interface). This makes it
difficult to be extended and, as such, we chose to develop hsSim
from scratch instead of modifying CARTS.
SPARTS [15] is a real-time scheduling simulation focused
on power-aware scheduling algorithms. Its simulation engine
is optimized by replacing cycle-step execution for an eventdriven approach centered on the intervals between consecutive
job releases. Hierarchical scheduling support is not mentioned.
MAST 2 [16] defines a model to describe the timing behaviour of real-time systems designed to be analyzable via
schedulability analysis techniques; it is accompanied by a tool
suite including schedulability analysis tools. MAST 2 introduces modelling elements for virtual resources, abstracting
entities that rely on the resource reservation paradigm.
Finally, the Schesim [17] scheduling simulator supports hierarchical limited to two-levels. Simulation is based on models
of the tasks’ implementations, not on task abstractions such as
the periodic/sporadic task models, making it useful for direct
application, but not so for our target real-time scheduling theory
research.
Regarding commercial tools, a mention is due to SymTA/S 1 ,
a model-based timing analysis and optimization solution with
support to ARINC 653. No specific mention is made to hierarchical scheduling, thus we can only assume it supports a twolevel hierarchy. Due to its proprietary nature, we cannot fully
assert its capabilities and it does not serve our purpose for open,
reusable, extensible tools for academic/scientific research.

Fig. 1. Traditional 1-level system domain model

of jobs (or activations) characterized as Ji,k = hc0i,k , ri,k , di,k i,
respectively remaining execution time, release time and absolute deadline time; we assume all tasks are released at the
critical instant, i.e., t = 0. Sporadic tasks are not specifically
addressed, but in our model we may abstract them as periodic
tasks with periods identical to their minimum inter-arrival times.
The system and the partitions have, each, their own scheduler
to schedule their respective children schedulable entities. In
traditional two-level hierarchical scheduling systems, such as
those defined by the ARINC 653 specification [4], the system
scheduler schedules partitions, whereas each partition’s scheduler schedules the former’s tasks. Here, we aim for a more
generic model, where more levels can be composed (i.e., a partition can have children partitions, which in turn have tasks) [7],
[14] and tasks can be coscheduled alongside partitions by the
same scheduler [1] — hence the need to abstract tasks and
partitions.
Finally, we assume scheduling over one unit-speed processor
and that task/partition context switching times are either negligible or already accounted for in their temporal characteristics.
IV. O BJECT-O RIENTED A NALYSIS AND D ESIGN (OOAD)
The implementation of a tool which we want to be flexible,
extensible and more easily maintainable must be preceded by
careful analysis and design. We will now document the main
analysis and design steps and decisions taken, supported by
Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams where deemed
necessary. The overall design classes diagram is ommited due
to paper length constraints.
A. Domain analysis

The traditional real-time system is flat (a 1-level hierarchy).
The UML diagram for such a system’s domain is pictured in
Fig. 1. The system has a flat task set and a task scheduler.
A two-level hierarchical scheduling such as those corresponding to TSP systems [5] can be modelled as seen in
Fig. 2. The system has a set of partitions and a root scheduler
coordinating which partition is active at each instant. Each
partition then has a set of tasks and a local scheduler to schedule
III. S YSTEM MODEL
the latters’ jobs. This domain model strategy has two main
In our model, tasks and partitions are both abstracted as drawbacks: it is hard-limited to two levels, and it only allows
synchronous periodic schedulable entities, characterized by the homogeneous levels (i. e., partitions and tasks cannot coexist at
periodic task model — τi = hCi , Ti , Di i, respectively worst- the same level).
case execution time (WCET), period, and relative deadline.
B. n-level hierarchy: the Composite pattern
Each task or partition generates a potentially infinite sequence
The Composite pattern is a design pattern that may be used
1 https://symtavision.com/symtas.html
when there is a need to represent part–whole hierarchies of

Fig. 2. 2-level hierarchical scheduling system domain model

Fig. 4. Scheduling algorithm encapsulation with the Strategy pattern

Fig. 3. n-level hierarchical scheduling system using the Composite pattern

objects, and allow clients to ignore the differences between
composition of objects and individual objects [8]. Clients manipulate objects in the composition through a component interface, which abstracts individual objects and compositions.
Figure 3 shows the UML representation of the Composite
pattern as applied to our domain. Applying this pattern to our
model of a hierarchical scheduling framework allows breaking
two limitations: the fixed number of levels in the hierarchy [7],
[14], and the need for the hierarchy to be balanced [1]. The
clients of the AbstractTask interface include schedulers, which
will be able to schedule both tasks and partitions through a
common interface, reducing implementation efforts and allowing extensions through new schedulable entities (e. g., servers).
The application of this pattern triggered further refinements,
such as making the TaskSet the System’s and Partitions’
AbstractTasks container, and merge TaskJobs and partition
activations (PartitionJobs) under a generic Job abstraction.
C. Scheduling algorithm encapsulation: the Strategy pattern

the scheduling policy (the getPolicy() method) to the concrete
scheduler classes; this is supported on another well-known
design pattern, the Template Method [8].
The SchedulingPolicy interface extends Java’s Comparator
interface; this way, an instance of a subclass of SchedulingPolicy can be used to maintain the scheduler’s job queue ordered
in the manner appropriate for the scheduling algorithm being
implemented.
The available strategies (scheduler types) are stored in a
catalog, and more strategies can be loaded in runtime (provided
the user interface gives a means to it). This is made possible by
Java’s native reflection capabilities.2
D. n-level hierarchy and polymorphism
Due to the design decisions regarding the Composite and
Strategy patterns, most operations can implemented without
having to account for which scheduler (or schedulers) are
present, or for the structure and/or size of the hierarchy (partitions and tasks). Taking advantage of subtype polymorphism,
we can invoke methods on Scheduler and AbstractTask references instances without knowing of which specific subtype
thereof the instances are.
Let us see how this works with the scheduler tickle operation,
which simulates the advance of system execution by one time
unit. For the time being, we implement hsSim as a cycle-step
execution simulator; an event-driven approach as the one seen

The Strategy (or Policy) pattern is an appropriate solution to
when we want to define a family of algorithms which should
be interchangeable from the point of view of their clients [8].
In designing hsSim, we apply the Strategy pattern to encapsulate the different scheduling algorithms, as seen in Fig. 4.
2 Since we anticipated using the Java to implement hsSim, this and the
In the Scheduler abstract class, although we use a scheduling following design decisions take explicit advantage from facilities provided by
policy to initialize the JobQueue, we leave the obtention of the Java libraries.

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the scheduler tickle operation

in SPARTS [15] is planned for future work (see Section VI).
The UML sequence diagram modeling the interactions between
objects in this operation is shown in Fig. 5. The hierarchical
tickle process is started by invoking the tickle operation on
the root scheduler without specific regard for what subtype
of Scheduler it is; the right job to execute will be obtained
because the scheduler’s job queue is maintained accordingly
ordered by an instance of an unknown SchedulingPolicy subtype. This job is then tickled, and in turns tickles its parent
AbstractTask without knowing if it is a Task or a Partition. It
is the job’s parent’s responsibility to invoke the right behaviour
according to its type. If it is a Partition instance, this involves
tickling its scheduler; this will cause an identical chain of
polymorphic invocations to take place.

Fig. 6. Logger (Observer and Visitor patterns)

Observer pattern guides loggers in choosing from what domain
objects they wish to receive events, and the Visitor pattern helps
each logger define what to do with each kind of event.
Our application of these patterns in hsSim is pictured in
Fig. 6. We take advantage from the simple Observer implementation provided by Java, with the Logger interface extending the
Observer interface — thus obligating its subclasses’ instances
(the concrete loggers) to provide the method to be called to
E. Decoupling the simulation from the simulated domain using notify it of an event. The Logger interface also extends our
EventVisitor interface, which defines methods to process each
the Observer and Visitor patterns
type of event. The visit methods are overloaded and every Event
In hsSim, we want to decouple the simulation aspects (such subclass provides the following method:
as running the simulation and logging its occurrences) from the
public <E> E accept(EventVisitor<E> visitor) {
simulated domain itself. On the one hand, we want changes in
visitor.visit(this);
the simulated domain (a system with partitions, tasks, jobs) to }
be externally known of, namely by one or more loggers, without This way, when receiving an event e, a logger only has to
the domain objects making specific assumptions about these invoke ((Event) e).accept(this) to have the right
loggers behaviour or interfaces. On the other hand, we want to visit method called.
be able to create new loggers without tightly coupling them to
We also apply the Observer pattern to establish a dependency
the domain objects or having to modify the latter. We found the between the system clock and the schedulers, so that the latter
Observer and Visitor patterns to be most appropriate to solve become aware of when to released their tasks’ jobs.
this specific problem.
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND USE
The Observer pattern defines a publisher–subscriber depenFor
a
first
approach,
we deemed necessary one scheduler for
dency between objects, so that observers (subscribers) are notieach
of
Carpenter
et
al.’s
priority-based categories [18]: Rate
fied automatically of the state changes of the subjects they have
Monotonic
(RM)
for
fixed
task priority, Earliest Deadline First
subscribed to. The subjects only have to disseminate their state
(EDF)
for
fixed
job
priority,
and Least Laxity First (LLF) for
changes to a vaguely known set of observers, in a way that is
dynamic
priority.
We
defined
the following iteration strategy to
totally independent of how many observers there are and who
have
incrementally
more
complete
prototypes:
they are — in the form of events. The Visitor pattern defines
a way to represent an operation to be performed on an object
1) get the core working with the three chosen schedulers (RM,
hierarchy independently from the latter [8]. In few words, the
EDF, LLF) and predefined input/output;

Listing 2. GraspLogger excerpt (visit of a job release event)

Fig. 7. GraspLogger implementing the Logger interface

Listing 1. GraspLogger excerpt (event notification reception)
public void update(Observer o, Object arg) {
String result = ((Event) arg).accept(this);
writeToFile(result);
}

2) implement a concrete logger extending the Logger interface (Section IV-E);
3) read the simulated scenario from an XML file;
4) implement a simple random scenario generator, with the
option of either writing the generated scenario to an XML
file or returning a System instance (and respective associated domain objects);
5) implement a text-based user interface for scenario data
input and log visualization;
6) implement a graphical user interface for scenario data
input, simulation metrics selection, and log visualization.
At the time of this paper’s writing, we had completed the first
three iterations, implementing both a plain-text logger and a
logger which records traces in the format interpreted by the
Grasp player [9]. We now describe the latter as a case study
for hsSim’s interoperability potential. XML reading is left out
of this paper due to paper length restrictions.
A. Interoperability: a case study with Grasp
Because of our low coupling design for the event logging
(Section IV-E), it is straightforward to trace the simulation to
the format interpreted by Grasp Player [9]. The Grasp logger
is implemented exactly as if it were developed by an external
team, who could even only have access to the core of hsSim as
a library. We implement the Logger generic interface, instantiating its type variable with the String type, since we want the
processing (visit) of events to return the text to be added to the
Grasp trace (Fig. 7).
The visit methods are invoked when an event notification is
received, via the update method (Listing 1). Invocation is done
indirectly through the accept method, so the right visit method
is automatically selected and called.
Along the visit methods, we implement the following mapping between hsSim events and Grasp trace content:
• arrival of Job Ji,k (of AbstractTask τi )
1) if τi is a Partition, serverReplenished τi c0i,k
2) if τi is a Task, jobArrived Ji,k τi
3
• obtention of processor by Job Jp,q (of AbstractTask τp )
3 The

obtention of the processor from idle by a job is implemented as a
JobPreemptedEvent with a null preempted job.

public String visit(JobReleasedEvent e) {
Job job = e.getJob();
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
sb.append("plot ");
sb.append(Integer.toString(e.getTime());
sb.append(’ ’);
if (job.getParentTask() instanceof Task) {
sb.append("jobArrived ");
sb.append(job.toStringId());
sb.append(’ ’);
sb.append(job.getParentTask().toStringId());
} else { //Partition
sb.append("serverReplenished ");
sb.append(j.getParentTask().toStringId());
sb.append(’ ’);
sb.append(j.getRemainingCapacity());
}
sb.append(System.getProperty("line.separator"));
return sb.toString();
}

1) if τp is a Partition, serverResumed τp (followed by a
jobResumed log of the task job the partition was last
executing)
2) if τp is a Task, jobResumed Jp,q
• preemption of Job Ji,k by Job Jp,q
1) if τi , τp are Partitions, serverPreempted τi (followed
by a jobPreempted log of the job the preempted partition was last executing, serverResumed τp , and a
jobResumed log of the task job the preempting partition
was last executing)
2) if τi , τp are Tasks, jobPreempted Ji,k -target Jp,q
(followed by jobResumed Jp,q )
• completion of Job Ji,k
1) if τi is a Partition, serverDepleted τi
2) if τi is a Task, jobCompleted Ji,k
In Listing 2, we can see, as an example, the visit method
responsible for processing a JobReleasedEvent event.
Although hsSim’s core supports an arbitrary number of levels, we now show for the sake of simplicity an example using
the current implementation of GraspLogger with a 2-level
hierarchical setting.
B. Example test
The Rate Monotonic is used to schedule partitions and to
schedules tasks in each partition. This examples is of a sample
from the experiments of [19], and the timing characteristics of
the partitions are derived from those of the respective tasks by
applying Shin and Lee’s periodic resource model [7]:
•

•

•

partition 1 has a capacity of 16 over a period of 75 and
contains 4 tasks (τi = hCi , Ti , Di i): τ1 = h46, 500, 500i,
τ2 = h71, 1000, 1000i, τ3 = h25, 1000, 1000i, and τ4 =
h29, 2000, 2000i;
partition 2 has a capacity of 5 over a period of 25
and contains 2 tasks: τ5 = h32, 250, 250i and τ6 =
h67, 1000, 1000i;
partition 3 has a capacity of 5 over a period of 25 and contains 3 tasks: τ7 = h27, 250, 250i, τ8 = h109, 2000, 2000i,
and τ9 = h53, 2000, 2000i.

of hsSim should be ported there to enhance its support to
hierarchical scheduling and compositional analysis [10]–[12].
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Fig. 8. Grasp Player output excerpt

For the trace generated by hsSim’s GraspLogger (omitted
due to paper length constraints), Grasp Player displays the
graphical output partially pictured in Fig. 8. Partitions are traced
as scheduling servers whose budget is consumed while it is
active (independently of the execution of children tasks) and
replenished at the beginning of each new period. The release,
execution, preemption, and finishing of tasks are represented in
a Gantt-like chart for each task.
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